Congratulatory Speech

By Kwang-Youl Park

Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries
e-Navigation : Concept to Reality

- For safety and efficiency
- With Coordination & Cooperation
- Toward a shared growth and UN SDG.
Thanks a lot,
Three Pillars

Facilitating e-Navigation
Contributing to Goals of e-Nav

North-America
Academic-Driven

International
Industry-Driven

Asia-Pacific
Government-Driven

e-Navigation Underway Conferences
Coordinating Steering Group

“Tripod”
e-Navigation Toward Future

Big-Data, ICT Digitalization

Maritime Industry
Safety Efficiency
Ocean Economy Innovation

4th Industry Revolution

Analog-Based
- Shipborne Equipment
- Shore based Management Systems
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“Tripod”
Korean Project to Implement Navigation

SMART Navigation = IMO e-Navigation + Fishing boats, Ferries, LTE-Maritime

Single window, Maritime cloud

Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries
Republic of Korea
Please Join!

e-Navigation Underway Asia-Pacific

Implementing e-Navigation in the Asia-Pacific Region

June 18(Sun) - 20(Tue), 2017
Kensington Hotel, Jeju, Republic of Korea